Bootstrap analyses are usually summarized with majority-rule component consensus trees. This consensus method is based on replicated components and, like all component consensus methods, it is insensitive to other kinds of agreement between trees. Recently developed reduced consensus methods can be used to summarize much additional agreement on hypothesised phylogenetic relationships among multiple trees. The new methods are "strict" in the sense that they require agreement among all the trees being compared for any relationships to be represented in a consensus tree. Majority-rule reduced consensus methods are described and their use in bootstrap analyses is illustrated with a hypothetical and a real example. The new methods provide summaries of the bootstrap proportions of all n-taxon statements/partitions and facilitate the identification of hypotheses of relationships that are supported by high bootstrap proportions, in spite of a lack of support for particular components or clades. In practice majorityrule reduced consensus profiles may contain many trees. The size of the profile can be reduced by constraints on minimal bootstrap proportions and/or cardinality of the included trees. Majority-rule reduced consensus trees can also be selected a posteriori from the profile. Surrogates to the majority-rule reduced consensus methods using partition tables or tree pruning options provided by widely used phylogenetic inference software are also described. The methods are designed to produce more informative summaries of bootstrap analyses and thereby foster more informed assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of complex phylogenetic hypotheses.
Introduction

Bootstrap
analyses, introduced by Felsenstein (1985) , are now widely used to evaluate phylogenetic inferences, especially in molecular phylogenetics.
Bootstrapping involves resampling with replacement of characters or sites from the original data set so as to produce a series of bootstrap replicate data sets with the same number of sites as the original. The replicates are then subject to phylogenetic analysis, yielding a series of bootstrap trees. Bootstrap proportions describe the frequency with which a component or clade (or a partition in unrooted trees) is encountered in the bootstrap trees. These results are conventionally summarized with a majority-rule component consensus (Margush and McMorris 1981) of the bootstrap trees.
The recently developed reduced cladistic consensus (RCC) method (Wilkinson 1994) for rooted trees and its analogue, the reduced partition consensus (RPC) method (Wilkinson 1995) for unrooted trees, were introduced because they have desirable properties of improved sensitivity and reduced ambiguity, compared with other widely used consensus methods. Wilkinson (1994) developed the RCC method after a consideration of the kinds of information that could be shared by two or more rooted trees, and its cladistic or phylogenetic interpretation.
An n-taxon statement is an assertion that some set of taxa are more closely related to each other (i.e., that they share a more recent common ancestor) than they are to some other taxa. The RCC method is designed to provide an unambiguous graphical representation of all n-taxon statements that are shared by a set of fundamental trees. If an n-taxon statement applies to all taxa under consideration then it delimits a component (clade or cluster). Thus components represent a subset of the ntaxon statements that could be shared by trees. Component consensus methods (strict, semistrict, and majority-rule) represent agreement in this subset. In contrast, the RCC method also represents n-taxon statements of lower cardinality than components, i.e., ones that assert relationships among only a subset of the taxa under consideration. For example, consider an analysis of the relationships of the six taxa A-F producing multiple trees. If the trees agree only that A and C are more closely related to each other than they are to D and F, symbolically (AC)DF, but they show no agreement on the relationships of B or E, then this agreement would not be represented in any component consensus tree. The RCC method reflects this agreement through trees that exclude those taxa to which the represented n-taxon statements do not apply.
The RPC method is an analogue of the RCC method for unrooted trees. This method represents shared ntaxon partitions rather than n-taxon statements (Wilkinson 1995) . Reduced consensus methods may produce more than one consensus tree, with the collection of consensus trees constituting a consensus profile. For rooted trees, the RCURPC profiles will include unambiguous representation of all n-taxon statements/parti-tions that are common to a set of trees. Because components are n-taxon statements of maximal cardinality (they apply to all taxa under consideration) the strict component consensus will be a member of the RCC profile unless it is completely unresolved and uninformative.
The RCC method was considered by Wilkinson (1994) to be a "strict" consensus method in the sense that it demands agreement across all the fundamental trees if an element of cladistic information is to be included in the RCC profile. It was also conjectured that (1) a majority-rule version of the RCC method (analogous to the majority-rule component consensus) is possible, and that (2) such a consensus method would inherit some of the desirable properties of the "strict" RCC method that might usefully be exploited in bootstrapping. In particular, majority-rule reduced consensus methods would make it possible to determine and represent bootstrap proportions for all n-taxon statements/ partitions, some of which might be well supported even when no components/bipartitions are well supported. Here, I introduce majority-rule RCC/RPC methods, and use a hypothetical and a real example (caecilian DNA sequence data) to illustrate the potential utility of this approach to summarizing bootstrap analyses. I also describe two surrogate methodologies that can be implemented with current versions of widely used phylogenetic inference software in lieu of majority-rule reduced consensus methods.
Materials and Methods
Any phylogenetic
inference method that is amenable to bootstrap analysis is also amenable to the kinds of analyses introduced here, and I have used parsimony analyses as an example. All parsimony analyses were done with PAUP 3.1.1 (Swofford 1993) using exact searches. Bootstrap analyses used the same analytical options for 100 replicate data sets. Partition tables and consensus trees were constructed using PAUP 3.1.1 and REDCON 2.0 (M. Wilkinson, University of Bristol) and by hand.
Theory
Majority-rule RCC/RPC trees can be defined with respect to a set of fundamental trees by modification of the definitions of their "strict" counterparts (Wilkinson 1994 (Wilkinson , 1995 so that agreement is required only across a majority of, rather than across all, the fundamental trees. Thus a majority-rule RCC/RPC tree is one that satisfies the three conditions:
(1) unambiguity--that all n-taxon statements/partitions implied by the tree are found in a majority of the fundamental trees; (2) nonredunduncythat it includes all n-taxon statements/partitions that apply to all the included taxa in a majority of the fundamental trees and is not a subtree of some other tree satisfying (l), and (3) infomzativeness-that at least one informative n-taxon statement/partition is included in the tree (i.e., bushes are prohibited).
For brevity I restrict my treatment to the majorityrule RCC method and do not spell out analogous statements that apply to the majority-rule RPC method for unrooted trees. As with strict RCC trees, there may be more than one majority-rule RCC tree for a set of fundamental trees, and the set of such trees constitutes the majority-rule RCC profile. The majority-rule component consensus tree will be a member of the majority-rule RCC profile if it satisfies condition (3) above, i.e., if it is not completely unresolved.
Substituting a specific (and greater than 50%) minimum frequency of replicated n-taxon statements (e.g., 90%) for "a majority" in the above definitions yields the definitions of "stricter" consensus trees and profiles. An informative n-taxon statement must apply to at least three taxa (four for an n-taxon partition) and the profiles will identify and include all informative n-taxon statements occurring with the required minimum frequency. However, phylogeneticists may also wish to restrict their attention to only those n-taxon statements that apply to some minimum number of taxa. Thus, somewhat analogously to specifying a minimum frequency of occurrence of groups for their inclusion in a reduced consensus, majority-rule RCC profiles may be further restricted by specification of a minimum cardinality for the included n-taxon statements. Such a cardinality constraint can be indicated within brackets. Thus, for example, a 50[100]% majority-rule RCC tree will include all n-taxon statements that occur in more than 50% of the fundamental trees and which apply to all (100%) of the taxa, i.e., it will be the majority-rule component consensus tree.
As with strict RCC trees, majority-rule RCC trees may be basic or derivative (Wilkinson 1995) . The algorithm described for constructing basic strict RCC profiles (see Wilkinson 1994 for details) can be used to construct the basic majority-rule RCC profiles also, with only minor modification. The algorithm uses an iterative intersection method to identify all nonredundant n-taxon statements that are common to all fundamental trees. For majority-rule RCC trees only the condition of redundancy is modified. An n-taxon statement is redundant if it is entailed by another n-taxon statement of greater cardinality that occurs in equal or greater frequency. The technique of combining basic RCC trees into derivative trees (Wilkinson 1995) can be applied to majorityrule RCC trees without any modification. Wilkinson (1994) pointed out that strict RCC trees can be ranked on the basis of the degree of resolution (number of nodes) and their cardinality (number of in- bers of the profile designated as secondary. With majority-rule RCC trees, the frequencies of occurrence or bootstrap proportions for the included nodes represent a complicating factor in determining which consensus trees will be of greatest interest to phylogeneticists and I do not seek to draw this, or any analogous distinction between primary and secondary trees, in the context of majority-rule RCC profiles.
A Hypothetical Example Table 1 gives hypothetical data designed to illustrate the potential of the majority-rule RCC method. The data support two most-parsimonious trees (MPTs) which differ only in the placement of the "rogue" taxon X ( fig. la and b) . Taxon X is uniquely responsible for all the incongruence in the data and, ignoring taxon X, there is abundant evidence supporting a single unambiguous set of relationships among taxa A-J. The strict component consensus for the two MI% is a completely unresolved bush that fails to represent any of the considerable agreement between the two MPTs. In contrast, the strict RCC profile comprises the single tree of figure lc. This achieves its greater sensitivity to the agreement among the MPTs at the cost of the exclusion of the "rogue" taxon X. The exclusion of taxon X is necessary because it cannot be joined to the RCC tree at any point without producing a tree that either misrepresents the agreement among the MPTs or has an ambiguous interpretation (Wilkinson 1994) . The strict component consensus is not a member of the profile because it is completely uninformative.
The hypothetical data set was subjected to a bootstrap parsimony analysis. The results of this analysis are predictable. Each replicate is expected to yield one or both of the MPTs supported by the original data, or similar but less resolved trees that result from the chance absence in bootstrap replicate data sets of characters that support one or more of the nodes of the original MPTs. Because there are equal numbers of characters supporting the alternative placements of the "rogue" taxon X in the original data, the bootstrap analysis is expected to produce approximately equal numbers of bootstrap MPTs with each of the two major positions of this taxon (i.e., grouping with taxa A-E, or with taxa F-J).
A partition table summarizing the frequencies of components occurring in the bootstrap trees is given in table 2, and the majority-rule component consensus tree of figure 2a provides a conventional graphical summary of the analysis. These results suggest that there is little support for any clade, and, although this conclusion is not in itself misleading, it does not provide a complete picture. If the results were interpreted more loosely as indicating that there is little support for any phylogenetic relationships, or that the data is phylogenetically uninformative, this would be wrong.
The frequencies of occurrence across the bootstrap trees of all nonredundant n-taxon statements of lower cardinality than components are summarized in table 3, a modified partition table in which taxa that are not specified in an n-taxon statement are indicated by a "?". Note that the n-taxon statements that assert relationships among taxa A-F but which exclude the "rogue" taxon X have high bootstrap proportions indicating a high level of support for these relationships.
The bootstrap analysis can be summarized graphically with the basic majority-rule RCC profile for the bootstrap trees. Basic ma- jority-rule RCC trees are constructed by combining all n-taxon statements that (I) are informative for the same set of taxa, (2) have a frequency of occurrence greater than 50% (or some specified higher frequency), and (3) exceed or equal the minimum specified cardinality. With no cardinality constraint the 50% majority-rule RCC profile includes the majority-rule component consensus ( fig. 2a) and three other basic majority-rule RCC trees ( fig. 2b-d) . All of the latter exclude the "rogue" taxon compatibility analysis, and intersection rules provide a simple method for exploring the results of bootstrapping, they provide a more incomplete assessment than is possible using the majority-rule RCC method. However, this approach can be used to identify cases where application of the majority-rule RCC method is likely to prove useful.
Taxon Pruning
PAUP allows taxa to be pruned from trees that are stored in memory. Pruning taxa has no effect upon the relationships among the remaining taxa, but it may render initially distinct trees identical and it can be conceived of as producing trees that are summaries of ntaxon statements/partitions of lower cardinality than the original components/partitions.
Thus pruning taxa from bootstrap trees and then constructing majority-rule component consensus trees for the pruned trees can be used as a surrogate for the majority-rule RCC method. However, this approach has a number of difficulties. In order to explore the effects of pruning different taxa, or different combinations of taxa, it is necessary to store the bootstrap trees in a file and repeatedly reload the trees. This may be time consuming but, more importantly, PAUP may compute a majority-rule component consensus for trees read into memory from a file in a way that is inappropriate for bootstrap trees. Analysis of a single bootstrap replicate data set may produce one or multiple bootstrap trees. If x multiple trees are produced during a bootstrap analysis PAUP treats each as worth l/x; i.e., a component would need to be included in all x trees to contribute the same to bootstrap proportions as a component of a unique bootstrap tree. However, when trees are read in from a file their relation to the bootstrap replicate data sets is lost and all trees are treated equally. Thus the majority-rule component consensus trees and partition tables produced after pruning will only approximate bootstrap proportions.
By way of example, if the problematic taxon X is pruned from the bootstrap trees for the hypothetical data, the majority-rule "component" consensus of the pruned trees is equivalent in topology to the 90[90]% majorityrule RCC tree of figure 2b, but there are minor differences in the "bootstrap proportions." To be practical, the pruning of taxa should be directed rather than just "trial and error." Choice of candidate taxa for pruning might usefully be informed by examination of partition tables as described in the previous section.
A Real Example Hedges, Nussbaum, and Maxson (1993) recently presented the first phylogenetic analysis of DNA sequence data for caecilian amphibians.
Their alignment of partial 12s and 16s mitochondrial rRNA gene se-
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FIG. 3.-The majority-rule component consensus providing a conventional summary of the bootstrap analysis of Hedges, Nussbaum, and Maxson' s (1993) caecilian sequence data.
quences included some 329 sites that are informative under parsimony, 13 caecilian taxa, plus a salamander (Amphiuma), a frog (Xenopus) and us (Homo) used as outgroups. My parsimony bootstrap analysis of this data, summarized in the conventional manner with a majorityrule component consensus tree ( fig. 3 ), identifies very little strong support. Only three components are supported by bootstrap proportions in excess of 90%. These identify the clade including all caecilians, the seychellean clade (Praslinia, Hypogeophis, and Grandisonia), and the grouping of Typhlonectes and Caecilia as wellsupported components.
The majority-rule RCC profile includes the majority-rule component consensus tree ( fig. 2~ ) and a further 81 basic majority-rule RCC trees that achieve some higher bootstrap proportions at the expense of the elimination of taxa. Many of these trees show only slight differences, and I restricted my attention to those trees that (1) excluded no more than two taxa (32 basic trees satisfy this cardinality constraint), and (2) included bootstrap proportions in excess of 90% for one or more ntaxon statements that have bootstrap proportions lower than this in the majority-rule component consensus. There are three basic majority-rule RCC trees ( fig.  4 ) satisfying these constraints.
The first ( fig. 4a ) excludes two of the seychellean taxa (Grandisonia brevis and Hypogeophis) and reveals a bootstrap proportion of 93% for the hypothesis that the remaining species of Grundisonia are more closely related to each other than to Pruslinia or any of the nonseychellean caecilians. The positions of the excluded taxa must be more unstable across the bootstrap trees and more uncertain. Interestingly, the three remaining species of Grandisonia have similar morphologies whereas the excluded taxa are morphologically dissimilar from them and from each other. Relationships among these species are difficult to determine using morphological data (R. A. Nussbaum, personal communication) and now also appear to be resisting the, as yet limited, application of molecular data.
